
 The school was re-opened on 8th of July after one month of summer 

holiday. We were thrilled that all the kids came back and studies are going 

on as usual. 

 We would like to share with you the good news that, our students are 

currently having a teacher who is teaching them on how to play the          

recorders. Our sincere appreciation goes to Maria Mercedes for sponsoring 

these lessons 
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Summer Break Over!!! 

 

Students learning how to play recorders with their teacher 
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 Volunteering is always a good programme to be to learn different    

cultures, languages, interact with different people and do adventures. 

When you see a volunteer coming back after their first experience it                   

automatically means that you are doing something right. 

 

 

 

There is a saying in Tanzania that says when a visitor visits you it’s a 

blessing. During the end of May we were visited by both Andrew Gaskill 

and Rugare Gumo. In deed it was a blessing because Andrew decided to 

sponsor Dickson Moses a boy who leaves at the orphanage and he is in 

grade six, after they bonded with each other during the few days that   

Andrew stayed at Peace Matunda. 

Dickson Got a Sponsor!!! 

Volunteering!!! 

Dickson Moses 
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 Allison bird our previous volunteer is here again to do what she 

does best “teaching English” she is a teacher by proffesion. Last year she 

was assisting teachers in teaching English subject in class 4,5,6 but then 

this year, she is teaching same subject, same students in grade 4,5,6,7 

and handling all those classes by herself. When I got a chance to ask her 

how everything was in classes she said “ They are all good students, they 

have good English both spoken and written and am having fun experi-

encing new things with them” 

Thank you Allison for also taking your time to have tuition classes after 

school with the Orphanage kids. Karibu Tena!!! ( Welcome Again) 

 

Allison with Amani house kids 
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 We are really grateful for the support that we have been receiving 

for years from Sherryl Gomm, Brendon Hart and Kathryn Hart. They 

did a fundraising as they always do and the money was used on paying 

teachers salary. 

 We do appreciate the hardwork and time dedicated by Lauren  

Frei and Neal Frei for creating a fundraising website through which 

people were able to donate funds which will also be used in paying the 

salaries. We also would like to congratulate both of them for making it 

to the top of Mount Kilimanjaro!! 

 

Donation!!! 


